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ABSTRACT
More and more people are turning to the World Wide Web for learning and sharing information about their health using search engines, forums and question answering systems. In this demonstration, we look at a new way of delivering health information to the end-users via coherent conversations. The proposed conversational system allows the end-users to vaguely express and gradually refine their information needs using only natural language questions or statements as input. We provide example scenarios in this demonstration to illustrate the inadequacies of current delivery mechanisms and highlight the innovative aspects of the proposed conversational system.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.3.3 [Information Storage and Retrieval]: Information Search and Retrieval—search process; H.5.2 [Information Interfaces and Presentation]: User Interfaces—natural language

General Terms
Algorithms, Human Factors
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1. INTRODUCTION
The World Wide Web has revolutionised the ways we access information, and health-related information is no exception [5]. The sense of empowerment derived from the anytime, anywhere access of online information coupled with the rising cost of healthcare have contributed to our increasing reliance on the Web for purposes ranging from self-diagnosis to sharing patient experiences. Although the use of online information for health-related purposes has been greatly criticised by health practitioners [8, 7], benefits have also been suggested. Information on the Web has the ability to reach hard to reach groups such as teenagers and raise their awareness on health related issues. The ability to provide information for those with minor health problems that may be managed without the need for medical consultation [5] also helps to free up the time of health practitioners to deal with people requiring attention.

Currently, the end-users have a range of online services to rely on for their health information needs. These services range from live chat with medical practitioners (e.g., AskTheDoctor.com) and self-help communities for sharing patient experiences (e.g., PatientsLikeMe.com) to Web search engines (e.g., Yahoo!, Bing) and specialised question answering systems (e.g., HONqa). It is clear from the proliferation of these websites that people find it beneficial and valuable to be able to inquire about or search for health information at their own convenience. Some of the shortcomings of these services, however, prohibit the effective delivery of health information to the end-users. Self-help communities, for instance, are mainly set up as forums where there are often delays in obtaining responses. The lack of concise responses and the difficulty of representing complex health information needs as Boolean queries make search engines far from ideal [10]. Question answering systems provide the end-users with concise answers for factual questions. This specialisation on answering factual questions (e.g., “what”, “when”, “where”), however, greatly restricts their applications to other input types such as why-questions or even statements. The need to express something as multi-faceted as health concerns all in a single natural language question may not be ideal. It is our view that a conversational ability that supports context-dependent, open-ended health information seeking is beneficial to allow the end-users to gradually explore a complex information need.

In this demonstration, we present a Web-based system that engages end-users in coherent discussions about their health concerns. This system is our first attempt at addressing some of the shortcomings of existing delivery mechanisms discussed above. Although there exist some health conversational agents in the literature, they focus on very specific tasks such as promoting behavioural change for long-term health [1] or acquiring the objective (e.g., weight) and subjective (e.g., pain) aspects of a patient’s conditions for in-home monitoring [3]. These systems, which are based on deep discourse analysis, require the intent of the end-users to be recognised and the various states of the conversations to be anticipated and represented. These systems are not suitable for managing more open-ended natural language input
about personal health and other related information.

Our conversational system allows the end-users to vaguely express and gradually build up over time their health information needs. The innovative aspects of this system, which set it apart from existing conversational agents, are:

- To the best of our knowledge, it is the first system to use disjointed question-answer (QA) pairs from community-driven websites to build coherent conversations.\(^1\)
- We use a novel scoring process based on exponential decay and contextual information to rank QA pairs and select the best answers to be used as system responses.
- The system supports open-ended conversations about health and related issues, in real time, as opposed to task-specific interactions.

The demonstrated system provides far more concise responses than document retrieval systems, and while it may not deliver the precise answers available from a specialised question answering system, it is able to carry on a meaningful and natural interaction in response to both questions and statements. The coherence of the content is far greater than standard chatterbots such as ALICE\(^2\).

We allow the QA pairs retrieved to be manually edited to improve their quality, though certain aspects such as spelling correction can be automated to some extent. In our demonstration system, the QA pairs are unedited in our DB, though in the examples shown only the initial sentences are used for readability. Although this demonstration focuses on health-related conversations, the system is generic and can be extended to converse about other topics by downloading the corresponding QA pairs.

2. CONVERSATIONAL SCENARIOS

To illustrate the use and features of the demonstration system and its differences from existing delivery mechanisms, let us consider the following scenario. A user accidentally cuts her finger whilst cooking and has no knowledge of basic first aid. If she is one of the two billion Internet users worldwide today\(^3\), she may first go to the Web for information. Her first stop would be to use one of the many popular Web search engines today such as Google, Yahoo! or Bing. Using Google in this scenario to search for “I’ve accidentally cut myself. What do I do?”, close to 400 million results were returned with Figure 2 showing the top 3. The results are returned with Figure 2 showing the top 3. The results are

![Figure 2](http://start.csail.mit.edu)  
Figure 1: The results of searching the Web for information about treatments for cuts using Google.

Entering the same natural language question “I accidentally cut myself. What do I do?”, we find, as shown in Figures 2(a) and 2(b), that the two systems are unable to ‘understand’ the input. This is because these systems work better with more straightforward inputs in the form of single direct questions. After reformulating the user’s concern to “How to treat cut fingers?”, START still returned no answers and HONqa returned a summary “If the bleeding is heavy, bright red or spurtting then follow the steps to control bleeding. If the finger is amputated, put pressure on it to control bleeding and follow the steps for treating an amputation.”

Another approach would be to ask a real medical practitioner on websites such as AskTheDoctor.com. However the delay in getting a response, and the need to disclose personal information such as name and email address may make this a less desirable option. Finally the user could attempt to engage in a conversation regarding her concern with a conversational agent such as ALICE. Figure 2(c) illustrates a conversation that was initiated by the same question “I cut myself. What do I do?”. We can observe from the figure that the resulting conversation is more likely to frustrate or perhaps amuse the user than to be of any assistance.

The scenario described above illustrates the lack of a conversational system that allows a user to express, clarify and refine complex information needs in natural language. With our system, a user is offered some of these capabilities to improve their health information seeking experience. Figure 3 shows a conversation with the proposed system, initiated by the question “I’ve accidentally cut myself. What do I do?”. The system concisely responds along the lines of “From a first aid perspective... (do... else)... just go to your doctor.”. Given the suggestion of using antiseptic, the user, who has knowledge of alcohol and peroxide, inquires “Can I rub some alcohol on?” and later “How about peroxide?”. Notice how the system is able to interpret these two inputs in the context of the previous user utterance concerning accidental cuts. Instead of requiring the end-user to fully specify their questions, e.g., “Can I rub some alcohol on my wound?” or “Can I use peroxide on the wound that I’ve just accidentally cut?”

There is work using QA pairs for automated question answering [2, 9], but our focus is on coherent conversations.

---

1. There is work using QA pairs for automated question answering [2, 9], but our focus is on coherent conversations.
START's reply

(a) START

Human: I accidentally cut myself.

ALICE: Thanks for the information: unknown person said he cut him or herself.

(b) HONqa

Human: What do I do?

ALICE: You said you cut yourself.

(c) ALICE

Human: I cut myself by accident.

ALICE: I haven’t heard anything like that before: unknown person said he cut him or herself by accident.

Human: Please.

ALICE: Please what?

Human: I’m serious here.

ALICE: Does that make you feel superior?

You say:

Figure 2: The answers provided by (a) START, (b) HONqa and (c) ALICE in response to the input “I accidentally cut myself. What do I do?”

The responses produced by the proposed system in the above scenario are all answers from Yahoo!Answers’ QA pairs that were truncated for presentation. The response “Good old soap and water!”, for instance, is the answer to the question “What works best to clean cuts alcohol, hydro peroxide, hand sanitizer etc?”, which together form a QA pair from Yahoo!Answers6. As for the system response “Just wash the area with Betadine...” to the user input “Seriously, my wound is quite large”, it is the answer to the question “What works better for large cuts... What else is good to use?”7. These two and in fact, all other QA pairs from Yahoo!Answers are distinct answers to individual questions. This is why we refer to the QA pairs as disjointed. By themselves, they are unable to contribute much to forming coherent conversations. However, with the scoring process based on exponential decay and contextual information to be briefly described in the next Section 3, the proposed system is able to engage users in coherent and relevant conversations about their health concerns.

3. SYSTEM COMPONENTS

In this section, we discuss the two main components, as shown in Figure 4, of the proposed conversational system, namely, the collection of question and answer (QA) pairs, and the process through which we use the QA pairs for generating coherent responses.

The extraction of QA pairs from community-driven question-and-answer (Q&A) websites is performed offline. That is, they are downloaded prior to, and are independent of, the real-time process of engaging in conversation. A QA pair is simply the pairing of a question posted by a human together...
with the possible answers contributed by other volunteers. The QA pairs are currently extracted from Yahoo!Answers using the API\(^8\) provided by Yahoo!. The use of QA pairs is ideal considering the fact that data from Q&A websites are not optimal for factoid input but instead, are a preferred choice for complex information needs such as opinion or advice [4]. We are also motivated by the availability of APIs to ease the implementation process. QA pairs may also be obtained from other community-driven Q&A websites such as Answers.com. Many of these websites, however, do not permit the non-commercial, automated extraction of data from their sites, hence preventing their use here.

A GUI has been created to allow the system administrator to manage the various aspects of gathering QA pairs from Yahoo!Answers. Using this interface, the administrator is able to provide keywords for extraction, examine the current composition of the QA pairs, and search and edit the QA pairs currently in the database. Other metadata such as category and the date of posting, which are not used in this version of the system, can also be extracted and used during the scoring process to improve the quality of the responses.

Next, we look at the process of using inputs in a conversation to create gradually-decaying context for retrieving and scoring QA pairs in our database with the aim of locating the best responses. Every input is first analysed for keywords. In this version of the system, we consider a keyword as a word or phrase that is content-bearing, that is, not a function word. The words in an input are first chunked using parts of speech and later filtered using a stopword list\(^9\). At each turn in a conversation where the user provides an input, the keywords from previous user utterances (i.e., context) and the current keywords are unioned and weighted using a decay model. Intuitively, a keyword that no longer appears in the more recent inputs will have its weight decayed. If a keyword is constantly repeated up till the most recent input, its weight will be more.

A simple structured query to the database is then performed to obtain all QA pairs containing at least one keyword from the unioned and weighted set of keywords at the current turn. Each pair is assigned a score using four criteria based on the frequency and location of the occurrences of keywords as well as other heuristics involving edit distance and so on. The details of these criteria and the scoring process in general are outlined in [11]\(^{10}\).

4. DEMONSTRATION PLAN

In this demonstration, we will show the system interfaces for conversing about health issues with the end-users, and for populating the database with QA pairs to cope with evolving conversations. In particular, we will demonstrate how an end-user can easily interact with the proposed conversational system over a range of health issues. During the demonstration, we will restrict conversations with the system to 10 health and medical-related concepts (e.g., “lung cancer”, “sinusitis”, “dry mouth”) from the list of 150 used for evaluating health-specific question answering systems [6]. This restriction will allow us to examine the capabilities and limitations of the system together with the audience within a controlled space, showing the effect of the depth and breadth of QA pairs on the system’s conversations. We have prepared four videos\(^{11}\) as a preview of our demonstration.
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